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Introduction and Summary
At the request of AT&T Wireless (“AT&T”), Frequenz, LLC has performed an
independent expert analysis of radiofrequency (RF)

environment and

associated FCC compliance for a proposed installation of a wireless antenna
operation on an existing monopole located at 175 Watchung Boulevard ,
Berkeley Heights , NJ 079 22. AT& T refers to the antenna site by the Site ID
“W-2487”, the proposed installation will facilitate a service and transmission
in the 700, 85 0, 1 900, 21 00 and 23 00 MHz frequency bands licensed to it by
the FCC.

The FCC requires all wireless antenna operators to perform an assessment of
potential human exposure to radiofrequency (RF) fields emanating from all
the transmitting antennas at a site whenever antenna operations are added
or modified, and to ensure compliance with the Maximum Permissible
Exposure (MPE) limit in the FCC’s regulati ons. Note that FC C regulations
require any future antenna collocators to assess and assure continuing
compliance based on the RF effects of all proposed and then -existing antennas
at the site.

This report describes a mathematical analysis of RF levels resulting around the
site in areas of unrestricted public access, that is, at ground level around the
site. The compliance analysis employs a stan dard FCC formula for calculating
the effects of the antennas in a very conservative manner, in order to
overstate the RF levels and to ensure “safe -side” conclusions regarding
compliance with the FCC limi t for safe continuous exposure of the general
public.

The results of a compliance assessment can be explained in layman’s terms by
describing the calculated RF levels as simple percentages of the FCC MPE limit.
If the reference for that limit is 10 0 percent, then calculated RF levels higher
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than 100 percent indicate the MPE limit is exceeded, while calc ulated RF levels
consistently lower than 10 0 percent serve as a clear and sufficient
demonstration of compliance with the MPE li mit.

We can (and will) also describe the overall worst -case result via the “plain English” equivalent “times-below-the-limit” factor.

The result of the FCC RF compliance assessment in this case is as follows:
❑ At street level around the site, the conservativ ely calculated maximum RF

level from the proposed antenna operations is 5.5 119 percent of the FCC
general population MPE limit – well below the 100 - percent reference for
compliance. In other words, the worst - case RF level around the site is
more than 18 times below the limit established as safe for continuous
human exposure to the RF emissions from a ntennas.
❑ The results of the calculations provide a clear demonstration that the RF

levels from the combination of proposed and existing antenna operation s
will be in compliance with the applicable FCC regulations and MPE limit.
Moreover, because of the conservative methodology and operational
assumptions incorporated in the calculations, RF levels actually caused by
the antennas will be even less significant than t hese calculations indicate.

The remainder of this report provides the following:
❑ relevant technical data on the AT&T antenna operation s, as proposed

to be installed, as well as on the existing Verizon Wireless and T -Mobile
antenna operations installed at the site ;
❑ a description of the applicable FCC mathematical model for assessing

MPE compliance, and application of the relevant data to those models;
and
❑ an analysis of the results, and a compliance c onclusion for the antenna

operations at this site .
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In addition, Four Appendices are included. A ppendix A provides background
on the FCC MPE limit , as well as that of the State of New Jersey.

Appendix B provides a l ist of FCC references on MPE compliance. Appendix C
provides a comparison of exposures from consumer produc ts with those from
a nearby mobile telephone base station. Appendix D provides a summary of
the qualifications of the expert certifying compliance for the subject antenna
operations.

We recognize that the State of New Jersey also has its own MPE li mit,
embodied in the Radiation Protectio n Act . However, the State’s limit is
actually less protective of the general public ( by a factor of five) than the FCC
MPE limit. Thus, it is more appropriate to apply in the exposure assessment
the more protective FCC limi t. Compliance with the FCC’s limit automatically
ensures compliance with the State’s limit, in this case by a factor of 90.
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Site Specific Antenna and Transmission Data
Relevant c ompliance - related data for the AT& T antenna operation , as proposed
to be installed, is provided in the table that follows .

Site Specific D ata
Wireless Frequency Bands
Service Coverage Type
Antenna Type
Antenna Centerline Height
Antenna Line Loss
700 MHz D ata
Antenna Mo del (Max Gain)
Total Inpu t Power Per Se ctor
850 MHz D ata
Antenna Mo del (Max Gain)
Total Inpu t Power Per Se ctor
1900 MHz Data
Antenna Mo del (Max Gain)
Total Inpu t Power Per Se ctor
2100 MHz Data
Antenna Mo del (Max Gain)
Total Inpu t Power Per Se ctor
2300 MHz Data
Antenna Mo del (Max Gain)
Total Inpu t Power Per Se ctor

700 MHz, 850 MHz,1900 MHz, 21 00MHz and 2 300
MHz
Sectorized ( 4 sectors)
Directional Panel
104 f t. AGL
Conservatively ignored (assumed 0 dB)
CCI OPA45R-BU5C A-K (15.4 dBi)
Commscope NNHH-65B-R4 (14.6 dBi)
400 wa tts
CCI OPA45R-BU5C A-K (15.8 dBi)
Commscope NNHH-65B-R4 (15.0 dBi)
160 wa tts
CCI OPA45R-BU5C A-K (18.8 dBi)
Commscope NNHH-65B-R4 (17.3 dBi)
320 wa tts
CCI OPA45R-BU5C A-K (19.2 dBi)
Commscope NNHH-65B-R4 (17.5 dBi)
160 wa tts
CCI OPA45R-BU5C A-K (18.9 dBi)
Commscope NNHH-65B-R4 (17.9 dBi)
100 wa tts

As noted in the introduction, there are also existing wireless antenna
operations by Verizon Wireless and T -Mobile to include in the compliance
assessment, and we will conservatively assume operation with maximum
channel and at maximum transmitter po wer in each of their respective FCC licensed frequency bands.
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Verizon Wireless is licensed to operate in the 746, 8 69, 190 0 and 210 0 MHz
frequency bands. In the 746 MHz frequency band Verizon uses four 40 -watt
channels per antenna sector. In the 869 MHz frequ ency band, Verizon uses
seven 20-watt channels and four 40 -watt channels per antenna sector. In the
1900 MHz frequency band, Verizon uses four 40 -watt channels per antenna
sector. In the 21 00MHz frequency band, Verizon uses four 40 -watt channels
per antenna sector.

T-Mobile is licensed to operate in the 600, 70 0, 19 00 and 2 100 MHz frequency
bands. In the 600 MHz frequency band T -Mo bile uses two 80 -watt channels
per antenna sector. In the 700 MHz frequency band, T -Mobile uses one 40 watt channel per antenna sector. In the 1900 MHz frequency band, T -Mobile
uses four 30-watt channels and one 40-watt channel per antenna sector.
In the 210 0MHz frequency band, T -Mobile uses one 40 -watt channel and two
80-watt channels per antenna sector. In the 2500 MHz band T -Mobile uses
one 80-watt channel and one 40 -watt channel per antenna sector.

The area below the antennas, at street level, is of interest in terms of
potential “uncontrolled” exposure of the g eneral public, so the antenna’s
vertical-plane emission characteristic is us ed in the compliance calculations,
as it is a key determinant in the relative level of RF emissions in the
“downward” direction. By way of illustration, Figure 1 that follows shows the
vertical-plane radiation pattern of the CCI OPA45R -BU5CA-K proposed AT&T
antenna model to be used in the 70 0 MHz band. In this type of antenna
radiation pattern diagram, the antenna is effectively pointed at the nine
o’clock position (the horizon) and the pattern at different angles is described
using decibel units.

Note that the use of a decibel scale in the diagrams incidentally visually
understates the relative directionality characteristic of the antenna in the
vertical plane.
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Where the antenna pattern reads 20 dB, the relative RF energy emitted at the
corresponding downward angle is 1/100 t h of the maximum that occurs in the
main beam (at 9 0 degrees); at 30 dB, the energy is 1/10 00 t h of the maximu m.
Note that the automatic pattern -scaling feature of our internal software may
skew side -by-side visual comparisons of d ifferent antenna models, or even
different parties’ depictions of the same antenna model.

Fi gu re 1. OPA45R -BU 5CA-K An t en n a – 700 MHz V ert i c a l -p la n e Pa t t ern
90 d eg Ho ri z o n – 5d B/d iv i si on

Compliance Analysis
FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin 65 (“OET Bulletin 6 5”)
provides guidelines for mathematical models to calculate the RF levels at
various points around transmitting antennas. At street-level around an
antenna site (in what is called the “far field” of the antennas), th e RF levels
are directly proportional to the total antenn a input power and the relative
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antenna gain in the downward direction of interest – and the levels are
otherwise inversely proportional to the square of the straight -line distance to
the antenna. Conservative calculations also assume the potential RF exposure
is enhanced by reflection of the RF energy from the intervening ground. Our
calculations will assume a 100% “perfect” , mirror-like reflection, the worst case approach.

The formula for street-level compliance assessment for any given antenna
operation is as follows:

M PE % = ( 100 * Tx Powe r * 10

(G max- V d isc/10)

* 4 ) / ( M PE * 4  * R 2 )

where

MPE%

=

RF level, expressed as a percentage of the MPE
limit applicable to continuous exposure of the
general public

100

=

factor to convert the raw result to a percentage

TxPower

=

maximum transmitter power per channel, in
milliwatts

10 ( G m a x V d i s c / 1 0 )

=

numeric equivalent of the relative antenna gain in
the downward direction of interest; data on the
antenna vertical -plane pattern is taken from
manufacturer specifications
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=

factor to account for a 100 -percent-efficient
energy reflection from the intervening ground, and
the squared relationship between RF field strength
and power density (2 2 = 4)

MPE

=

FCC general population MPE limit

R

=

straight-line distance from the RF source to the
point of interest, centimeters
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The MPE% calculations are performed out to a distance of 600 feet from the
facility to points 6.5 feet (approximately two meters, the FCC-recommended
standing height) off the ground, as illustrated in Figure 2 below.

antenna
height
from
antenna
bottom to
6.5’ above
ground
level

R

600

0

Ground Distance D from the site
Figure 2. Ground-Level MPE% Calculation Geometry

It is popularly understood that the farther away one is from an antenna, the
lower the RF level – which is generally but not universally correct. The results
of MPE% calculations fairly close to the site will reflect the variations in the
vertical-plane a ntenna pattern as well as the variation in straight -line distance
to the antennas.

Therefore, RF levels may actually increase slightly with

increasing distance within the range of zero to 600 feet from the site.

As the distance approaches 600 feet and beyo nd, though, the antenna pattern
factor becomes less significant, the RF levels become primarily distance controlled, and as a result the RF levels generally decrease with increasing
distance, and are well understood to be in compliance.

Street-level FCC compliance for a collocated antenna site is assessed in the
following manner. At each distance point along the ground, an MPE%
calculation is made for each antenna operation, and the sum of the individual
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MPE% contributions at each point is compared to 1 00 percent, the normalized
reference for compliance with the MPE limit. We refer to the sum of the
individual MPE% contributions as “total MPE%”, and any calculated total
MPE% result exceeding 100 percent is, by defi nition, higher than the FCC limit
and represents non -compliance and a need to mitigate the potential exposure.
If all results are consistently below 100 percent, on the other hand, that set
of results serves as a clear and sufficient demonstration of compliance with
the MPE limit.

Note that according to the FCC, when directional antennas and sectorized
coverage arrangements are used, the compli ance assessments are based on
the RF effect of a single (facing) sector, as the RF effects of directional
antennas facing generally away from the poin t of interest are insignificant.

The following conservative methodology and assumptions are incorporated
into the MPE% calculations on a general basis:

1. The antennas are assumed to be operating continuously at maxi mum
power and maximum channel capacity.
2. The power-attenuation effects of shadowing or other obstructions to
the line -of-sight path from the antenna to the point of interest are
ignored.
3. The calculations intentionally minimize th e distance factor (R) by
assuming a 6’6” human and perfor ming the calculations from the
bottom (rather than the centerline) of each operator’s lowest -mounted
antenna, as applicable.
4. The potential RF exposure at ground level is assumed to be 100 -percent
enhanced (increased) via a “perfect” field reflection from t he
intervening ground.
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The net result of these assumptions is to significantly overstate the calculated
RF exposure levels relative to the levels that will actually occur – and the
purpose of this conservatism is to allow very “safe -side” conclusions abo ut
compliance.

The table that follows on the next page provides the results of the M PE%
calculations for each frequency band , with the maximu m calculated “total
MPE%” result highlighted in bold in the last c olumn.
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G ro un d
Di st a n c e
( f t)

AT &T
700 MHz
MPE %

AT &T
850 MHz
MPE %

AT &T
1900 MHz
MPE %

AT &T
2100 MHz
MPE %

AT &T
2300 MHz
MPE %

V eri z o n
Wi rel ess
MPE %

T -Mo b i l e
MPE %

Total
MPE %

0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
580
600

0.0170
0.0424
0.1184
0.2472
0.0140
0.4746
1.6844
2.3296
1.8755
1.0603
0.4669
0.0854
0.0169
0.3034
0.5398
0.8193
1.1259
1.4424
1.7622
2.0663
2.3457
2.1389
2.3647
2.1723
2.3469
2.1697
2.2991
2.1373
2.2194
2.0732
1.9408

0.0335
0.0757
0.0625
0.0373
0.2071
0.0312
0.0718
0.4027
0.5596
0.5002
0.3296
0.1542
0.0296
0.0070
0.0457
0.1154
0.2110
0.3257
0.4517
0.5807
0.7064
0.6441
0.7525
0.6913
0.7803
0.7213
0.7930
0.7372
0.7925
0.7402
0.6930

0.0006
0.0093
0.0643
0.0321
0.0739
0.0657
0.4350
0.6924
0.2502
0.0241
0.0234
0.0108
0.0260
0.0764
0.0684
0.0383
0.0123
0.0223
0.0808
0.1676
0.2401
0.2189
0.2338
0.2148
0.1666
0.1540
0.0724
0.0673
0.0104
0.0097
0.0091

0.0026
0.0308
0.0138
0.0369
0.0532
0.0412
0.1627
0.5880
0.3453
0.0456
0.0016
0.0159
0.0050
0.0130
0.0239
0.0269
0.0171
0.0027
0.0036
0.0334
0.0858
0.0782
0.1227
0.1127
0.1235
0.1141
0.0829
0.0771
0.0264
0.0247
0.0231

0.0281
0.0990
0.0299
0.0062
0.0005
0.0068
0.0111
0.2584
0.6935
0.4096
0.0665
0.0076
0.0486
0.0061
0.0015
0.0166
0.0323
0.0326
0.0171
0.0036
0.0109
0.0100
0.0352
0.0323
0.0543
0.0502
0.0503
0.0468
0.0258
0.0241
0.0226

0.0402
0.0434
0.1847
0.3012
0.4074
0.3887
0.3800
0.2753
0.3368
0.2900
0.3184
0.3621
0.4413
0.5603
0.6737
0.6700
0.6435
0.5846
0.4885
0.3643
0.2364
0.1335
0.1224
0.0721
0.0726
0.0672
0.1142
0.1063
0.1966
0.1838
0.1722

0.0217
0.0584
0.0505
0.0785
0.2868
0.6941
0.8627
0.9655
1.0204
0.4865
0.1763
0.1569
0.3530
0.7215
0.8098
0.8058
0.7150
0.6524
0.5821
0.4545
0.4132
0.2489
0.1037
0.0954
0.0652
0.0603
0.1536
0.1428
0.2823
0.2638
0.2471

0.1436
0.3591
0.5242
0.7395
1.0429
1.7023
3.6078
5.5119
5.0813
2.8164
1.3827
0.7929
0.9203
1.6878
2.1628
2.4924
2.7570
3.0628
3.3859
3.6703
4.0385
3.4725
3.7352
3.3909
3.6093
3.3369
3.5655
3.3147
3.5535
3.3196
3.1078

As indicated, the maxi mum calculated result is 5.5 119 percent of the FCC M PE
limit – well below the 10 0 -percent reference for compliance .

A graph of the o verall calculation results, pro vided on the next page , provides
perhaps a clearer visual illustration of the relative compliance of the
calculated RF levels.

The line representing the overall calculation results

shows an obviously clear, consistent margin to the FCC MPE limit .
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Compliance Conclusion
According to the FCC, the MPE l imit has been constructed in such a manner
that continuous human exposure to RF fields up to and including 100 percent
of the MPE limit is acceptable and safe.

The conservative analysis in this case shows that the maxi mum calculated RF
level from the combination of existing and proposed antenna operation s at
the site is 5.511 9 percent of the FCC general population MPE limit. In other
words, the worst-case RF level around the si te is more than 18 times below
the FCC MPE limit (and, correspondingly, 90 ti mes below the related MPE limit
in the New Jersey Radiation Protection Act) .

The results of the calculations provide a clear demonstration of FCC
compliance. Moreover, because of the conservative calculation methodology
and operational assumptions applied in the analysis, the RF levels actually
caused by the antennas at the site will be even less significant than the
calculation s indicate.
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Certification
The undersigned certifies as follows:

1. I have read and fully understand the FCC regulations concerning RF safety
and the control of human exposure to RF fields (47 CFR 1.1 301 et seq).
2. To the best of my knowledge, the statements and information disclosed in
this report are true, complete and accurate.
3. The results of the analysis of RF compliance provided herein is consistent
with the applicable FCC regulations, additional guidelines issued by the
FCC, and industry pract ice.
4. The results of the analysis show that the maximal levels of RF energy of
the antenna operations at the subject site w il l be in clear compliance with
the FCC regulations concerning the control of potential human RF
exposure.

Daniel Penesso
Chief Technical Officer
Frequenz, LLC
August 27, 20 21
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Appendix A. The FCC and State of New Jersey MPE Limits
FCC Regulations and the State o f New Jersey MPE L imit s

As directed by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 , the FCC has established
limits for maximum continuous human exposure to RF fields.
The FCC maximum permissible exposure (MPE) limits represent the consensus
of federal agencies and independent experts r esponsible for RF safety
matters. Those agencies include the National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements (NCRP), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In formulating its
guidelines, the FCC also considered input from the public and technical
community – notably the Instit ute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE).
The FCC’s RF exposure guidelines are incorporated in Section 1.301 et seq of
its Rules and Regulations (47 CFR 1.1301 -1.1 310). Those guidelines specify
MPE limits for both occupational and general popul ation exposure.
The specified continuous exposure MPE limit s are based on known variation
of human body susceptibility in different frequency ranges, and a Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) of 4 watts per kilogram, which is universally considered
to accurate ly represent human capacity to dissipate incident RF energy (in the
form of heat). The occupational MPE guidelines incorporate a safety factor of
10 or greater with respect to RF levels know n to represent a health hazard,
and an additional safety factor o f five is applied to the MPE limits for general
population exposure. Thus, the general population MPE li mit has a built -in
safety factor of more than 50 . The limits we re constructed to appropriately
protect humans of both sexes and all ages and sizes and under all conditions
– and continuous exposure at levels equal t o or below the applicable MPE
limits is considered to result in no adverse health effects or even health risk.
The reason for two tiers of MPE limits is based on an understanding and
assumption that members of the general public are unlikely to have had
appropriate RF safety training and may not be aware of the exposures they
receive; occupational exposure in controlled environments, on the other
hand, is assumed to invo lve indi viduals who h a ve had such training, are aware
of the exposures, and know how to maintain a safe personal work
environment.
The FCC’s RF exposure limits are expressed in two equivalent forms, using
alternative units of field strength (expressed in volts per meter, or V/ m), and
power density (expressed in milliwatts per square centimeter, or mW/cm 2 ).
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The table below lists the FCC l imits for both occupational and general
population exposures, using the mW/cm 2 reference, for the different radio
frequency ranges.
Frequenc y Range (F)
(MHz )

Occupational E xposure
( mW/cm 2 )

0.3 - 1.34

100

General Public
E xposure
( mW/cm 2 )
100

1.34 - 3.0

100

180 / F 2

3.0 - 30

900 / F 2

180 / F 2

30 - 300

1.0

0.2

300 - 1,500

F / 300

F / 1500

1,500 - 100, 000

5.0

1.0

The diagram below provides a graphical illustration of both the FCC’s
occupational and general population MPE limits.

Power Density
(mW/cm2)
100

Occupational
General Public

5.0

1.0

0.2

0.3

1.34

3.0

30

300

1,500

100,000

Frequency (MHz)
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Because the FCC’s RF exposure limits are frequency -shaped, the exact MPE
limits applicable to the instant situation depend on the frequency range used
by the systems of interest.
The most appropriate method of determining RF compliance is to calculate
the RF power density attributable to a partic ular system and compare that to
the MPE limit applicable to the operating frequency in q uestion. The result is
usually expressed as a percentage of the MPE limit .
For potential exposure from multiple systems, the respective percentages of
the MPE limits are added, and the total percentage compared to 100 (percent
of the limit). If the result is less than 100, the total exposure is in compliance;
if it is more than 1 00, exposure mitigation me asures are necessary to achieve
compliance.
State of New Jersey – The “Radiation Protection Act”
The State of New Jersey’s radiation Protection Ac t (N.J.S.A 26:2D et seq)
includes virtually identical language to the FCC’s regu lations regarding
potential human exposure to RF fields.
There is, however, one critical difference between the respective MPE limits
describe in each source. While the FCC de scribes two tiers of MPE limits – one
for “uncontrolled” exposure of the general population, and one five times less
strict for “controlled” occupational exposure – the New Jersey Radiation
Protection Act only describes one limit , appl icable to all circums tances, and
that limit is identical to the FCC’s “controlled” occupational exposure.
Therefore, since the limit chosen in Ne w Jersey matches the FCC’s
occupational limit but applies to exposure of the general public as well, the
New Jersey limit is less protective of the general public by a factor of five,
relative to the FCC’s limit for the general public.

Appendix B. FCC References on Radio Frequency Compliance
47 CFR, FCC Rules and Regulations, Part 1 (Practice and Procedure), Section
1.13 10 (R adiofrequency radiation exposure limits).
FCC Second Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (FCC 97 -303), In the Matter of Procedures for Reviewing Requests
for Relief From State and Local Regulations Pursuant to Section 332(c)(7)( B)(v)
of the Communications Act of 1934 (WT Docket 97 -19 2), Guidelines for
Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation (ET Docket
93-62), and Petition for Rulemaking of the Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association Concerning Am endment of the Commission's Rules to
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Preempt State and Local Regulation of Commercial Mobile Radio Service
Transmitting Facilities, released August 25, 1 997.
FCC First Memorandum Opinion and Order, E T Docket 93 -62, In the Matter of
Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency
Radiation, released December 24, 1 996 .
FCC Report and Order, ET Docket 93 -62, I n the Matter of Guidelines for
Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation, released
August 1, 199 6.
FCC Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) Bulletin 65, “Evaluating
Compliance with FCC Guidelines for Human Exposure to Radiofrequency
Electromagnetic Fields”, Edition 97 -01, August 199 7.
FCC Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) Bulletin 56 , “Questions and
Answers About Biological Effects and Potential Hazards of RF Radiation”,
edition 4, August 1 999.
[B1] Croft, R., Mckenzie, R., and Leung, S., “EME in Homes Survey: Final
Report,” Australian Centre for Radio -Frequenc y Bioeffects Research, July 200 9.
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Appendix C. Radiofrequency (RF) in the Home
A Compar ison of E xposur es fr om Cons umer Pr oducts with Tho se fr om a Near by Mobile
Telephone Base S tation

Numerous measurements of typical radiofrequency (RF) exposure levels in the
home have been carried out by various researchers and agencies throughout
the world. For example, Croft, et al., carried out detailed measurements of
typical e xposures associated with consumer electronics in 20 homes in
Australia [B1]. Included were microwave ovens, WiFi routers, cordless
telephones, wireless computer keyboards, etc. Their results are summarized
in the figures below. As seen in figure 3 below , most exposures are below 10%
of the safety l imits, with the microwave oven being the major contributor. The
predicted maximal exposure values for all sectors of the proposed AT&T
installation are less than 6% of the FCC safety guidelines at 6.5 ft. above
grade, respectively. These values would occur outsi de of nearby homes and
buildings, - not insi de . Because of the attenuation of building materials and
the direc tionality of the antenna patterns, the corres ponding levels form the
AT&T installation would be far lower inside a ny structure.

Figure 3. Exposure to individual devices – average of 20 homes
(from Croft, et al., [B1]
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Appendix D. Summary of Expert Qualifications
Daniel Penesso, Chief Technical Officer , Frequenz , LLC
Sy nopsis:

• 23 y ear s of e xpe r ie nce in all aspects of wir e le ss RF
e ng ine er ing , including networ k de sig n and
imple me ntation, inter f er e nce analy sis, FC C and FA A
r e g ulatory matte r s, and ante nna site compliance
with FC C RF e x posur e r eg ulations
• Hav e pe rf or me d RF e ng ine er ing a nd FC C compliance
wor k f or all the maj or wir e le ss car r ier s – A T&T,
Ve r iz on Wir e le ss, Spr int, T-M obile , and M e tr oPCS,
as we ll as Cr own C astle
• Hav e se rv e d as an ex per t witne ss on RF e ng ine ering
and/or FC C RF compliance mor e than 100 time s
be f ore municipal bo ar ds in Ne w Jer se y and Ne w
Y or k

E ducation:

• B ache lor of Science in E le ctr ical E ng ine e r ing ,
D e Vr y Institute of Te chnolog y , C hicago, IL , 1987
• M anage s Fr eque nz ’s staff wor k inv olv ing FCC RF
compliance f or wir e le ss ante nna site s, including
the pr ov ision of math - and me asure me nts - base d
site compliance r e por ts, r e late d ex per t te stimony
in municipal he ar ing s, and compliance -re late d
suppor t in clie nt me e ting s with pr os pe ctiv e site
landlor ds and in town mee ting s
• Pr ov ide s math -base d FCC compliance asse ssme nts
and r e por ts f or Fr e que nz ’s wire le ss clie nts,
including A T&T, Ve r iz on Wire le ss, T -M obile , Spr int,
M e troPC S, and C r own C astle
• Re sponsible f or pr ov iding clie nt consulti ng and in house tr aining on FC C and O SHA RF safe ty
compliance
• Hav e se rv e d as se nior RF e ng ine er for f our of the
f iv e national wir e le ss car r ier s – A T&T, T-M obile ,
Spr int, and M e tr oPC S – in the Ne w York and Ne w
Je r se y mark e ts
• Se r ve d as an RF e ng inee r f or M e tr icom, Tr iton PCS,
A llte l C ommunications, and We ste rn Wire le ss
• Hav e wor k ed as an RF e ng inee r f or sev e ral
e ng ine er ing ser v ice s companie s, including Sublime
Wir e le ss, A mir it Te chnolog ie s, C e lcite , and Wir e le ss
Facilitie s Incor por ate d

C urr ent Re sponsibilitie s

Pr ior E x per ie nce :
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